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QUESTION 1

A digital instance has one site, with one master product catalog separate from the site catalog. Some, but 

NOT all, products in the master catalog are assigned to categories of the site catalog. 

Using Business Manager, how can a Digital Developer create a catalog export file that contains only the 

products assigned to the site catalog? 

A. Use the Catalog Export module to export the site catalog. 

B. Use the Site Import and Export module to export the master catalog, filtered by site catalog categories to export
specific products. 

C. Use the Catalog Export module to export the master catalog, with a category-assignment search to export specific
products. 

D. Use the Site Import and Export module to export both the site catalog and the master catalog in a single archive. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Why Should a Digital Developer use ProductSearchModel.getProducts() instead Of Category.getOnlineProduccs () to
access products? 

A. It is more readable code. 

B. It has fewer lines of code. 

C. It uses the search index. 

D. It reduces accesses to the application server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers requires that a new order comments attribute is added to the existing SiteGenesis 

checkout flow. This new attribute needs to be included as part of the standard order export. 

Aside from updating the HTML markup and form definition, which option contains all necessary steps to 

achieve this task? 

A. Add the new attribute to the";Orde"; system object. Modify the";COPlaceOrde"; controller to add this new attribute to
the current session\\'s";Orde"; object. 

B. Modify the";COPlaceOrde"; controller to update a CSV file in the IMPEX WebDAV directory with the order ID and
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comments. Modify the order export process to read information in the CSV file and include it as part of the export. 

C. Add the new attribute to the";Custome"; system object. Modify the "COPlaceOrder" controller to add this new
attribute to the current session\\'s "Customer" object. 

D. Create a new custom object type for order comments that contains the attributes: order ID and comments. Modify
the";COPlaceOrde"; controller to create a new order comments custom object upon order completion. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A Digital Developer adds the following line of code to a script. dw.system.Logger.getLogger{\\'login\\').debug {"Login API
has succeeded"); The code executes without error; however, the log file on disk does NOT contain the log message.
Which two actions should be completed to write the log message to disk? Choose 2 answers 

A. Ensure that the debug log level has been added to the custom log level types in the Global Preferences business
manager module. 

B. Ensure that the "login" category is added to the Custom Log Filters in the Log Settings Business Manager module. 

C. Archive old log files to make room in the log directory. 

D. Ensure that the debug log level is enabled to write to file in the Custom Log Settings Business Manager module. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

A business user wants to add a link to a content page from within the body of another content asset. 

The target content asset ID is: terms-and-conditions. 

Which link function generates the correct link? 

A. $include(\\'Page-Include\\', \\'cid\\', \\'terms-and-conditions\\')$ 

B. $url(*Page-Show\\', \\'cid\\', \\'terms-and-conditions\\')s 

C. $http(\\'Content-Page\\', \\'cid\\', \\'terms-and-conditions^S 

D. $httpUrl(\\'Content-Show\ \\'cid\\', ,terms-and-conditions\\')$ 

Correct Answer: B 
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